HOW TO ACCESS A TUTORIAL PRACTICE ASSESSMENT

Your Tutorials can be found on the MY ATI > LEARN tab. Each Tutorial contains a module lesson for every content area and includes practice tests to enable you to gauge your understanding of the material.

To access your Tutorial Practice Assessments, sign on to www.atitesting.com with your account’s Username and Password.

The lessons assigned to you by your instructor are located on the MY ATI > LEARN tab. The Learn window contains your Tutorials, Quiz Banks, eBooks, Virtual and Capstone classrooms, and Flashcards for all topics. However, Tutorials you have already accessed within the last 30 days can be launched from the Student Home page in your Recent Activity section. They appear with a top red border and Learn, their location on the MY ATI page, displaying in the lower right corner.

To help you locate your Tutorial, you can filter by Content Area, by Type to display only Tutorials. By default the product cards display alphabetically by Tutorial name. Tutorial product cards are distinguished from other product cards by the red border at the top.

Click MODULES to open a list of available module topics. The number on the Modules button indicates how many module lessons are in the Tutorial.

On the Module window, you can filter the list by View (All, Accessed, Not Accessed) and/or by Sort (Name, Date Accessed, Date Due).

If you have already accessed a module, the date you last accessed it displays in the lower right corner, and your choices are CONTINUE LESSON, BEGIN TEST, and RESULTS.

- Click CONTINUE LESSON to either continue where you left off or to start the lesson over from the beginning.
- When you are ready to take the practice assessment, click BEGIN TEST.
- To View your Individual Performance Profile, click RESULTS.

If you have not already accessed a module, you can choose either to begin the lesson or to begin the practice assessment. It is strongly advised that you review the lesson material before attempting to take the practice assessment.
An outline of the Module’s contents displays on the left side of your Tutorial window. Besides the lesson, each Module contains Drill questions that provide immediate feedback. You can use the TABLE OF CONTENTS to track your progress as you move through the lesson.

Your total time spent on this Module displays in the top header of the module. Use the TOOLS button to access additional information and a pop-up calculator.

Use the window controls to help you get the most from the lesson. Pause, stop, or rewind the narrative or access previous pages at any point during the Tutorial.

Clicking TOOLS opens links to a Glossary, a Calculator, and a Critical Thinking Guide to help you build your studying and test-taking skills. Some Modules provide access to useful Resources like metric equivalents or prescription abbreviations.

Drill questions provide immediate feedback about the answer you have chosen and why an answer is correct or incorrect. You will find drill questions anywhere throughout the lesson or grouped at the end of the Module. You can access and answer drill questions at any time and as often as you want. Drill questions are not found on any of the reports but are intended to be a quick way to gauge your content knowledge.

When you are finished studying the Module Lesson, click CLOSE to return to the Module list. To take a practice assessment, click BEGIN TEST.
You might see this window if your instructor has disabled scoring on the practice test.

Click **PROCEED** to access the test questions.

Your Practice Assessment presents one question per page. You must either select an answer and click **SUBMIT ANSWER** or click **FLAG** to skip the question and come back to it later. Otherwise, you will see a Question Unanswered message pop up.

You will be prompted to go back and answer flagged questions at the end of your test.

When you submit an answer you will receive immediate feedback.

At the top, just above the question, you will see whether your answer is correct or incorrect.

Also, you will see each potential answer, whether it is correct or incorrect, and an explanation of the rationale that makes each correct or incorrect.

When you reach the last question you have an option to go back to the test or to finish and view your Individual Performance Profile for the assessment.

The Individual Performance Profile gives you an overview of your performance on the assessment, including the number of correct answers, your score as a percent and your total time taking the assessment.

Click **CLOSE** to exit to the list of Modules.
After you complete a Practice Assessment, you have an option to retake the test. Sometimes, there is a “cool-down” period before you are allowed to access the test again, in which case the RETAKE TEST button is disabled until the time has expired. Clicking RESULTS opens an Individual Performance Profile.

This Individual Performance Profile provides an overview of your activity in the Module.